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Ree*. March 25 Dr. E. Purkynje Weisswasser in Bohemia, ;

Ans, Aprill 2 Austria, Europa nearr
Jungbunzlau; Feb, &, 1875

Most Honored Sir !

r hope that you still remember me darklyy I had. the honor to make

your aquaintance about 17 years ago in Prague,where I was botanicall

custodian at the museumv You, also, visited my father f who has passed

away 6 years back1
, and you were a Student of my grandfather Rudolph1

in Berlin, I became in the meantime professor at the botanical ! f o'Üsst-

ry school in Weisswasser, and threw myself on the dendrology, Düring

the last years I occupied myself almost exclusively with the genus

Pinus and am preparing a monograph, f or whlchh professor Fenzl has pro-

vided' aeeeptance of the papers by the Viennese Academy% as there was

no other possibilityvfor Publishing due to the costly Illustration»..

After studying for a long time the microscopic anatomy of the Scalen

of the cones', the wood of the barkythe male flowers^ I limited myself

entirely on the epidermis, lengthP- and crosscuts- of the needles^ as

only in this wayv I have a Chance to objrain sufficient raaterialL IT

have examined the Pinus of the Viennese herbariumr the herbaria of

Willka (name incomplete on copy, E.D. ) »Reichenbacfr fis,Louder,Boissier

and have prepared:1 preparatio ns of all 1 speeimens from different loc# -

litiesr. I further reeeived1 live needleff from Vienna, Tübingen-, Berlin,,

Bbnrr, the Trade-Garden in Hamburg- and Erfurt and examined thenr,and

have completed' the illustrations of the old-world and some americarr

species, but T arn missing stilll about 20 species of the 6& contained

in the Prodnomuirr} and of many others I have examined only/ up to now

only cultivatedr ones or from only few localities. . I now take the li-

berty to ask you to assist me in my work', in providing^ some few nee -

dies- from each localityrin your herbarium^ of the desired species enumer-

ated on the reverse side. I know, I am asking much.for, thougfr your

herbarium will 1 not be robbed noticeably^y these needles t it does take

time to break off the needles and to wrap them into a paper capsule,.
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- 2 - Dr. E. Purkynje Feb. 6 , 18?5

and to writename, species, place of origine and collector.. My method of'

examination, which has been introduced a long time for the cryptoganrs»,

satisfies me completely* The dif ferences of good species are so sharp,,

transitions occur never,and the lärmest habitat' (the German word is

"habituell*, E.B. ) differences< disappear completely under the micros-

cope.that even with the smallest framnent of a needle one is always

quite sure,what one has in front of oneself. Equallyv,the classificatioro

of the tribes' is seif- evidente and there is never any doubt, if a form?1

should be a true species^ or as a varietyvand of which kind, or only/ a^

local formr* which internally does not diverge from another species,.

Thus are the forms t preated byy Willkomms of Pinus Mughus-. . pumilis- fronr

thte alpha uncinata (üliginosa) Un no way different from each otheir,,

but the Spani sh1, uncinata diverge s however constantly^ thoughr in a

small way,. Pinus Friesiana Wichura from Lapplandr; pontica C. Koch are

in no way internally different from- s ilve stri

s

. regardl e s s how Älfferent

they may look* P. Larkio ( ? E.D.) from western Europe differs from the

east-europaean and orientall constantly though not importantly; and this

difference is not to be explained climaticallyybecause the west-euro-

paean form occurs in the orient with the eastern, where it was descri-

bed as its own species as Pinus Fenzlli ; In contrast, P. Cembra var..

Pygmaea from Amur is a true species^closely tied too parvlfolla . whichn

belongs to the Strobus group -and not to Cembra » . P». Gerandiana and

identical with i tt Bungeana^ ,— Spctct —-despite their

3 needles In the leaf-sheaths and the other structure of the needles,,

show an exact relationship to the pines of diVision? Cembra and NOTT

with longifolia , canariensis , taeda, , australis , etc.. Of the Mexicans 1

the^e are certainlyvmany different species^ only, I could not deter -

mine those, which I
T

received'" under the names patula and leiophyllä ».

collected byvHeller. The Heller specimens, which I saw t are not authen-

tic specimens of patula and leiophylla. I have also seen quite curious

^ [^j ^ #
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Dr. E. Purkynje Feb. 6. 1875

Speeles, collected by Plaenke, which however are certainly not new

species, but? may be inserted aecording to authentic speciraens witfr

known species.

Completely mlsslng? the followlngg Speeles- *
in uncultlvated speeimens. Those underllned, I have also Not examined
in cultivated speeimens».

1) Pinus monophylla Torrey & Gray 49)) Pinus Hartwegi Ii Lindl

2) Pinus Bolanderi' Pariatone

3) Pinus muricata Dorr

4) Pinus pungens Michx

ift) Pinus resinosa Soland

21) Pinus persica Stranger

223 finus c Royleana- Jarai sorr

Pinus Latterehi Angloruosm
not irr Panlatone

273 Pinus lophosperma Lindl ! = Torreyana

28 ) Pinus Sabiniana Dougl..

29 ) Pinus Coulteri Don

30 ) Pinus australis Michx

32 ) Pinus Jeffrey! Munrr

34 ) Pinus serotina Michx

36 ) Pinus tuberculata Dorr

39?) Pinus Greggii' Engelm,

4l ) Pinus tecolete Chamet Schecht

43 ) Pinus Chihuahuana Engeinn

45 ) Pinus edulis Engelra.

.

46 ) Pinus psuedo Taeda Ten

48 ) Pinus Montezuma
& P. Montezuma macrophylla

48 ) Pinus Montezuma Lindleyana

50) Pinus aristata Engelnr..

51) Pinus filifolia Lindl

54) Pinus Rocaupa (? E.D.)
Schiede

55) Pinus Pseudo-strobus
Lindl!

56) Pinus occidentalis'
Levarts

57) Pinus Parryana Engeln*'..

64) Pinus monticola Douprl ;

65) Pinus Lambertiana Dougl«

660 Pinus Ayacahuite
Ehrenbg.

Pinus Elliotti Engelnr.

and the following speies enumerated
in nursery catalogues:
Bei f curiana , Ghentamiana , Brand sl e yii,

,

Boursigni, deflexa, diffusa, , Fre-
montiana, Hamilton! f Parmentieriiif ,

Paroliniana,Torreyana f , Williamso-
nii^



Dr. E« . Purkynje Feb. 6, 1875

of P. rigidar Don-,, P.Taeda L. nott

many localitiesja very long-needle

related to Taeda from Texas

Of the following? species I have examined' sorae spontaneous specimens,,

but only from a few localities?; those underlined I have not seen irr

cultivation up to now: :

Pinus inops Loland

Pinus mitis Michx

Pinus Hudsonica Poir~

Pinus contorta Dougll

Pinus insignis Dougll

Pinus patula Schiede

Pinus cenbroides

Pinus tenuifolia Lindl

Pinus leiophylla Schiede

Pinus flexilis James

Pinus Koraiensis Sab & Zuse

from the latter IT distinguish- specimens collected by/ iViaximo-

wicz of patula and leiophylla,, those fronte Schiede and Harwigr fronr
Arizale

cembroides' , one specimen fronf Hartwig/ of tenuifolia , one specimen-

of ^««hiemala Pariatone threw Pinus pyrenaica together with mariti -

ma, which I examined in many wild specimens from Italy (Bruttia) ) and

the Orient,. All spanish specimens, which I receivecb as pyrenaica

were Laricio Poinetiana, however I am missing until now specimens

of f Lapeyronte "in vallibus de Poan de la Pez w and from Carriere

Bögneres de Luchoin which are mentioned b3n Pariatone. In gardens I

found a finely needled form under the name pyrenaica^ belonging? to

Laricio but distinctly different from Pointiana» By the way, I anr

missing also Laricio from Italy\sl have it only from- Aetna, Consa of

Cevenne , Spain, and from East-europe and the Orient ,not from ita -

lian continent;<

I have not seen anything of the plants of Roetzel, , Bolander,

,

Galeotti, Jeffrey, Coulter, Boiirgeau, Douglas, .
Lyatt,

.

Michaux,,
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5 - E. Purkynje Feb. 6, l8?5

Parry, Linden, Wright, Wiszlicenus, , Ehrenberg, Swart f ,
Bigelow,,

Bridge,, Lobbi,, and very little of Hartweg, Uhde, Schiede. There musi?

be many more localities and collectorer in your herbaria besides

those enumerated by Panlatone. . I" try
y
of course, wherever possible»

to collect entire specimens and coneff or to get to view themr and

to obtairc also all cultivated: species alive or to grow themr ray~

seif frora seecU However the examination of the needles has the advan-

tage, where all the rest cannot be obtained,, that the: smalll frag-

ments< suffice,, and my heart does not desire complete gardens and the

possession of large collectionsr. And even mjr preparations, should they

once get lost, after having been drawn^ (Here is a line misslng irr the

text- copy, E.D.), it may be tedious and tirae-consuming,and could not

be done with each preparatiorr, only for distinct species or those,

which characterize varieties ( and will be noted on the Illustration:,

.

which localities- occur, agree and which deviate in size possibly, ete)).

Nevertheless, one can raake a complete drawing of a cross-cut easier»,

because the drawing? -apparatu s guarantees the exactness f , tharr toc

establisba twig with cone true to Nature.. In recomending myself to

your kindness, I sign with high esteenr; most devotedf

Dr. E. Purkynje
in Weisswasseir

Should it seem to you insecure,to send such a valuable shipment to

me, then, please send the needles, which you assign to me,to Mr. A.

Braun- or another of your europaean correspondents, to whom you happerc

to make a shipment.My friends Ascherson or Leonardi will then trans-

mit them to me..

(translated from German Script by Edgar Denison, Sept. 1988 )
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E. Purkinje

Weisswasser in Bohemia, April 22, 1875

Dear Sir:

My best thanks for sending the letter which you wrote April 2nd, which arrived

here April 21st and was delivered to me this morning. That my letter should have been

on the way more than 20 days, is probably due to a writing error on my part. I wrote

Feb. 6 instead of March, an error which I make sometiraes at the beginning of the

month. I immediately took steps to soak all needles. I examined P. cembroides in

a specimen collected by Hartweg and P. edulis sent to me in a specimen by Boissier.

At the microscopic examination it Struck me at once as being identical with cembroides ,

although I have no idea of branches, cones, etc. I am very curious about monophylla .

Some deformations (growing together or crooked) occur, I have examined an australis

which had two deformed needles, the third being free. I am also curious about

ayacahuite . In this group the microscopic differences are very insignificant so that

parvifolia , excelsa , Strobus, Lambertiana , monticola , show very few differences,

whereas those with two-needled are so extraordinarily different. Those with 3

needles also show considerable differences but by no means all so that Faeda , rigida ,

Geffreyi nevertheless are similar.

I must hasten so that this letter still leaves today. I repeat my sincerest

thanks and will soon write you what I found on the material.

Respectfully,

Dr. E. Purkinje

Cembroides as well as edulis moreover has the type of a 5 needle Scotch pine

from the group Cembra » not that of most 5 needle . Mexicans, just like the 3 needle

Bungeana or Gerandiana has the type of a 5 needle Cembra.
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Ree. July 7 (( hardly possible,E.D. ) Eeisswasser in Bohemia-
Ans. Aug 1 June 22 1875

Most Honored Gentleman !

Your shipment and letter arrived here June 19 and were deli-

vered by the post on the 20th. That I did not annouce the arrivaU

immediately/ was caused, because I threw myself right awayv uponr some

of the needles c

, to be able to write to you, but, unfortunately, I saw,,

that I will have to examine much american material^,to get a clear-

picture. First, my most sincere thanks for the precious shipment,,

which exceeded all my expectations. Now I can think about a finish:

of my work t , and I shallbe working on the Mexicans right awayv, in

order to get to a conclusion on items, which I have here for identi-

fication from other herbaria, and to be able to raail them off,. The

Pines of the first shipment I have examined:, and I shall write about

them in a few days,,as I do not want to delay the posting of this

letter. .Monophyllä certainly does not develop through growing* to-

gether-, as the needle-bundle has only one tfell-bundle, but,if I may

wvaKo; a guess, through abortion of the other needles of a jajras 5 -

needle pine, of which the Single stem-round-developed needle does

have the character. The examination of the shipped material 1 will 1 not

delay me much, because, when I do have free time, I can prepare ea-

sily a dozen speeimens in one day, so that I can handle in ten days

one hundred or more.

T arn still lackin^ insight into Taeda ,

.

rigida , serotlna, What

I did examine of these was possibly wrongly identified. That I was
the

so slow with the pines of the first shipment, had £ reason , that I

had to complete a large literary wofck , which took very much of my.

time. I had been solicited, to write about the influenae of forests

on rainfall 1

, because the people here have been quite confused,as

there has been little rain during 2 years. My opinion is, that the

forests have absolutely no influence on rain> , and this Stands in?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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2 - Dr. E. . Purkinye June 22, 1875

in contradiction to the idea spread in Europe, and I thus had to

justigy^my opiniorr thoroughlyi pull together historical and plant-

geographica! data, to prove, that in all the world forestation isr

dependent on rainr and not the other way around, . and that severe

fluctuations appeared in all centuries., My work appeared in a

Prämie Journal "Politic* , and will soon be out of print, whereupon

a separate printing will be published. I shall take the liberty f ,to

send this to you. In the raeantime I will send to you what T have at

home of the numbers in the article and those sheets of the separate

printing, which have been made.-

As this questionn does also spit around in America, I will ask

you,to make to effort, to read through it,and to write your opi" -

nion to me. Having seen the beautiful i creations in the Smithoniarr

Institution, I believe, that the opinion would rise the least irr

America, that the forests create the rairr, .because in America the

clear dependence of proximity to the ocean shows itself, in the East

and Southest^from the West-winds- in the Northwest^ fronr Ba*w**% in

the Southwest evident (there is no verb here nor a Single comma,E.D.)

and even the influence of the larere lakes disappears against that

of the ocean. I know, that you are working with metereology, and

thus IT deviated from the .pines. This Spring I found in Bohemia two

in alVparts exactly\dif ferent- forms of pines.which show little dif-

ferences microscopically, so that I do not consider them species in

my sense. Nevertheless, they are specific forms and species in the

common- sense. The description and Illustration of them will' soon

be published..

This discovery tought me, and, in one way induced me,to stick-

to microscopic differences in grouping, and, on the other hand,,not?

to simply; eradicate the species of the systematicians..

01 2 3 456789 10
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3 Dr. E. Purkinje * June 22, 1^75

The microscopic species from America may shrink strongly f whereas

the macroscopic species may increase. More about this in a few
repeating

days. Again]my sincerest thanks , I sign' with high esteenr

Most devoted

Dr. E. Purkinye

(Translated from German script by Edgar Denison, Sept. 1988 )
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Ree*. Sept. 17,, l875 r

Ans.. April? 8', 1878
Weisswasser in Bohemia-

August 20, , 1875

Most honored Sir !

Due to my eff orts< about the questiorr of forests^ I have beere en-

tangledr in such polemics, that , besides the raany^jobs of my professiorr,,

there remalns not enough time, to examine your pines properly,of whichh

IT have made preparations.. It seeras to me, that several! species of1

Rozli could be never-the-less dif ferentf
, , but that needs- a entirely se-

rious comparison«. Recently I reeeived a giant cone of a pine und er- the

name Coulterl macrocarpa . -I had not considered such huge differences

from ponderosa . The needles of all these species have certain siraila-

rities^ in strueture, and only australis is strikingly different fromr

the closely related- eubensis , in that the rosin duets are iraraediate-

ly grouped around the vascular bundles. . Of the two-needle Ainericans I

KKK omly resinosa has a strikingly different strueture.., whereas the

others, similar to silvestris, halapensi s, , Brutia,, Banksiana, inops,,

glabra, , though diverting in the e-oiderrais and numberof rosirr duets,.

resemble each other.. nl yv pungens , wi th a stronger epidermis than e.g.

Pinaster departs with raore rosin duets of similar Organization ( as

australis ) For this reason I do not have a special 1 idea about apala-

chicola , as she seeras to me to be very similar to mi^Tis (this last

word is sertched out, E.D. )• I believe however, that I shall find

still many dif ferencesr, once I will have examined the material in

longitudinal and cross- cuts. Hopefully, I will get to it next month:.^.

I posess until now only cones of4 Acahuite , Lambertiana , ? Strobus. munl-

cata , oocarpoides, radiata, pung ens, , inops , Taeda ,

,

rigid a,

.

ponderosa, ,

and the closely related' Benthamiana ( if the cones are properly iden-

tifiedK patula , leiophylla , Mont ezumae. . What I reeeived' as oocarpa,

was a brutia, and what I" got as insignis was Larisiov Of nut^pines

all is mi ssing,also of mitis I have no idea. I am, however , content

that through the lack of cones I am f orced to- take a sharper look



2 Dr. E. Putfkinye Aug. 20,1875

and concentrate. I would be very glad, if I could receive seeds,, ca-

pable of germinatiorr of north-american trees and shrubs,even in smalll

quantities. In the coraraercial gardens and botanical gardens in Europe

so rauch is missing, and so rauch is incorrectly labeled. I would. love

to see Ulraus alata , , araericana and fulva alive.I do posess the fulva_

as I believe,but I do not believe the^ase quite,as they were not growrr

fromra seeds ; gathered in the wild» .U. alata I do not yet see cultivated

in Europe and araer i cana a1 s o in very fdubious specimens, which do not !

set fruit. It seeras to me, by-the-way, that the fulva in Araerica raay

have two equally different forms as the raontana in Europe#. Of this one

finds an opaque (the German word is" opace*1
? E.D.) forw in West and

Central Europe, while a white-hairy form exists in^the Caucasus and the

Hiraalayas.If Araerica varies such, I do not know, as I have seen only

few specimens so far. The ef fusa , corresponding to it, is extreraely con-

stant, and there are, as far as I know, no varieties in Europe. In con-

tra st 1

ca£npe£t2ll£ is truly protean,and even if one takes seeds of one

tree,one gets very different shaped off Springs, which, on top of it,,

produce each year leaves of different shapes f , which raay be the case

for all elras,or probably^ raost trees but not to that extent. I , also,,

would like to ge^ acorns of araerican, specially californian localities..

Karl Koch- puts Quercus castanea with Prinos. It can be easily ' dif feren-

tiated in Winter in the bud State and really reserables an old world

species, and has an entirely different raicroscoplc structure of the

leaf. I believe, that the europaeans do not know rauch about araerican

oaks,because they have not seen any trees, and, thus, they corabine and

split species^, to raake Arae^ioans certainly laugh. # .

I 1 have already seen- stränge cultivated oaks frora Araerica { de-

finitively designated specific species) , which I co,uld not identify ,.

but which 1 in Araerica certainly every child could narae. Here, ro numy:

6 7 8 9 10
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3 - E. Pultfkinye Aug. 20 f .l875

so many wrongly identified species run around, that one gets corrfu-

sed. I have seen oaks as rubra, , aquatica, falcata , coccinea^, palus~

£rl&, tinctoria in famous Wardens', which quite certainly were all!

just rubra.. With Crataegus it is better, as there are in Europa

a large quantity, and even if they are wrongly identified:', thi s carr

be easily cotrected through original specimens in large herbaria»,

or at least* according to With oaks this is difficult,,

because they produce late (acorns, E.D.), and the herbarium specinens

are not always useable for identificatiom . Even worse is the situa -

tion for american willows and Rubu£», which are almost entirely mis-

sing fron the gardenff or are europaean speoies with american names..

It may be possible to transport cuttings or root-sprouts in Winter

of Rubus . . Vacciniuirr; Androme&a, Azaleas, etc., seem to me to be more

in culture in Europe*. Of poplars certainly several are missing irr

our gardens-, and equally I would not depend on the aldersr and bee -

ches.. We are missing araericanr foliage-trees from many localities,

,

trees
but we are better off with' needle-w&Käx ,and I see with pleasure

your species in catalogueff. One can then äepenä 9 that they are ex

loco natali (Latin:: from the home-ground. E.D. ). If the oaks of the TT

North, the South, the individual States had their own names, the bu-
more

siness of the dealers would be larfrer- and we would obtain'/f orms..

Thus, I do not want to find fault with the method of Poezl 1

, if one

can depend to get the correct Standards. Botanical gardening in Eu-

rope has already been reduced, because now the dealers and gardeners

have all in their hands-, while the professors are much too lazy.. You

probably still knew Willdeno^ w after you studied under my grandfa-

ther Rudolph^. He was a different man from those herbarium people,,

and many a plant grown by hier exists in Berlirr,the home country of

which one can hardljr find now. . I know this definitely of Hungariarr

plant s, whiert LitaibP sent.. Similarly ^ affectedf Jacquirr and Host irr

im im mm mmt mmt mm mm* ®.
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Dr. E.. Pu^inye August 20, 1875

Vienna I received nice seeds from Regel in Petrograd, with them also

Americans, which may originate from yotw Unf ortunately, not everything>

germinatedi, . We have in europaean gardens famericarr Fraxinusy , Cäryaa and'

Julians y but the knowledge of the species (CT. Koch" seems to me to lumpr

the items too much together) N may leave still! room for study; I would"

rather have the looalities-without namesf and all the resti",,which may

seenr so common to Americans, and I would like to seed myself Pinus-

strobus , . Picea alba , Robinia , Pseudoacacia , if I could get specific,,

spontanous (sic.E.D.) locations. . I see from our europaean plants^how

good it is to know,that one ha 8 Pinus silvestrls from Russia or Sweden,,

Pumilio from Switzerkandc,Tyrol etc. ,and I let my students dig up or

collect seeds of everything they find'. Pinus Pumilio alone I have from 1

3 localities in Bohemia*Tyrol, Kärnten, , Rosa species fromr? Krairr,, Salix

from all areas, where I can get them from,, Spruce (Picea excelsa):! am

just beginning to collect. I hope that by next month I will get througfr

with the pines< sufficiently; that I can send you a number of illustra-

tionss May be you find use as far as the araerican species is concerned,,

for an american Journal. Unfortunately I have been> involved in my po -

sitiorr into such, practical questions, which the scholars in the old coun-

try/otherwise try to avoid, that I do not see an end yet.. In a country

like Bohemia, where there are woods wherever woods can exist,and where

an excellent forest management exists, one has screaraed? for enlargement

of the forests and swamps, in the believe, to achieve thereby larger

quantities of rairr and a higher average water level! of the rivers,,

without going to the construction of reservoirs, and believeft to elimi-

nate floods c without riparian structures^ and no human being would let

his forest or field be changed\an<i the entire question is moot^, because

there is no space available for forest creation,, and. having much forest

land, there is no scarcity of lumber to be feared. .In America, the



5 Dr. E. PuSinye August 20, 1875

the question of forests is serious, because, as rauch as I know, ,
lack

of lumber has already accured inr some states, and can be expected irr

x( Wwots
others,if the State does not reserve cepain t^r^i tori es, . In feeverar

natural 1

southern states c the\process may have been completed1
, in that forest

soilte,which are not productive as field soils, have become woods
get

aprain and will remain. woods, but in the West one may have totexper-

ience first..The theory of soil exhaustionl conceive^as a child of

such poorly selected field areas on forest soili, and imported into

Europe from America« Because, in Europe, where all over a thousand

year experience of the value of a soil ; existed,, one knew nothing

previously about soil exhaustiaa, until the kews about exhausted' to-

bacco fields arrived from Virginia* I1 believe, Virginia is large,and

there is still^grow^ and the tobacco is as good asf

just as one does not find that the tobacco becomes weaker.,

where it generally grows well \ in Hungary, Macedonia, Tyria«. I just

get the news, that a shipment from you is here, and I cut of

f

r

, in order

to properly answer your letter. But I use the remaining space only tb

make a few remarks after havin# read your letter, My name is in a State

of confusion as to orthographyyand this is my father f s fault. He

wrote his name as child, as did the family generally in the last cen-

turyvPurkyne, as he was born in Bohemia, Later he went to a German

Gymnasiunr ( preparatory school for university,E,D. ) in Nikolsburg irr

Moravia at the Austrian boundary,and was encouraged by the fathers to

call himself Purkinye. This spelling he retained, and, only when he

wrote in boheraiarr did he sign- Purkyne. As nom de guerre in science

remainedr Putfkinye, which in French is pronounced Pu^rkenseh, My father-

lived for 27 years in Prussia, where I was born. In 1850 he returned

again to Bohemia, and from that moment on he spelled himseld Purkyne,,

and I, of course, too,and in Austria is the name with that spelling-

well known.. When T write to aquaintances in Prussia or France, or
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should
generally to people, whojknow, that I am the son of the Breslau Phy-

siologue, then I sign Puykinye.. Indeed, my children will' write only

Pumkyne
, and for publications I shall also use this spelling. My

work about the forms of Picea in Boheraia will be published after the

vacations by the zoological-botanical Society in Vienna.and I willl

mail to you immediately a special printing.. Microscopic, constant

differences I found only in the bark and I saw with horror . how many

species there raight be for the pinesr, which appear to me identical as
to the anatomy of the needles-, and of which I could not examine the

other materlall . Nature works different frora th e Human.and one must

be glad, if one can limp behind with one's knowledge, where Nature

over hundred thausands of years has differentiated all' unto the last

cell; We believe species to be new, which are found in a newly dicco-

vered countryy or which a botanist separates according to newly

applied characteristics of diff erentiatiorr from forms long belleved

to be identical, and all this is so extremely old and only we are new„
as everybody has to start from Scratch, find his way through Nature,,

and to learn to see.

The good Leonardi ls dead. He had something rare in our tirne,, a

deep feeling for friendship. and a profound urge to become himself en-

lightened about everything concerning Nature, and to see only one Na-

ture before hinr, not discipllnes and cliques*. I owe him muclt, because

between 1850 to 1860 I was in close contact with him and, though- h e

could not convert me to the philosophy of Krause, as all philosophy is

entirely stränge to ne,.I have learned much frora hinrj specially-as he

made me aquainted with Volger, from which tirae on I became a new hu-
man being-. IT learned. that one must see everything and think by one-
seif and that the Nature Explorers will not' further the pure lear-

ning>..A lot must have been remained in the man from Frankfurt of the
spirit of Goethe, even only a

Copyright reserved
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preferred incorporation of the Frankfurt spirit. . About my stories

about rain, I 1 will send you right awaymore details. I must close,,

otherwise the confirraation of youT" valuable shipment will not #et^

into your hands* .Unfortunately I saw in going over all the printed

materiall about the influence of rain on forestff, that I do not have

it complete any raore. • If there should be in St. Louis a bohemiair

Societyythen you can certainly obtain there the Journal "Politik?*'
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Weisswasser August 27,,l875

Nöte: -This is a continuation of the letter of August 2o, 18?5

Most Honored Gentleman

I send you an entire collectiorr of letters, which developed?

by and byy t first, before I recelved your shipment, fchen, when I wan-

ted to answer your esteeraed letterrt and now, because I) und erstand, that

I must expedite the letter*, as otherwise I: would have to be silent

for one or two weeks> Tomorrow I look forward to a Visit, which- our

Institution arranges, and will be busy for several days. . Then, lite-

rary labors are waiting for me, which I will take the liberty to com-

municate wvbh you^ then a short trip to Muiken, in nearby Prussise,,

where I have much to collectfand gladly inform myself t what acfcxiscacxfc

is in culture in Europe at least on the continent..I have been coli-

ecting for a lon.<r time, to have in the herbarium and frora seed' every-

thing that grows in europaean gardens of trees and shrubs, whatever

exists; the items may have whatever names they carry. In the meantime

I started to gather from the europaean countries seeds and herbariunr

specimens- new fronr-wild localities, from America, Sibiria, China, Ja-

pan, hopefully I will be successful. . However, I can not think of ex-

tending my method. of examinatiorr to all genera, as long as I im not

finished with Pinus . But, I have worked so much of Que£us and Salix ,

.

that I am on a scentVJust as the imvestigator of languages must de =

termine from words, where a lang^ge belongs^regardless if it has

literature or not, and if if he can speak it, , so the Nature stu-

d entfernst deterine each natural object fronr
- fractionall pieces-, and

can not excuse himself with incomplete specimens. My path is a wide

one, but had hundred others in a hundred years worked in that manner-,

all of us together would have advanced, whereas now the difference

between amateurism and science is hard to see, and, on the other

side, the hair-spli Jrting labors of specialists spread more dark -

ness than light. I hope to prove to some time my gratitude for
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your prreat kindness (tArritten as You will)*

WIth hi^rh e Steens Your raost devoted

Comaune t ( Punk inye

)

* these 4 words in parenthesis are in English in the original.
Their raeaning is not clear to me... neither is the si^nature.

E.D..

(translated from German script by Edgar Denison, Sept. 1988)

)
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Ree. Sept. 17, 1875 Weisswasser in Bohemia
August 22, 1875

Most Honored Sir !

First my thanks for the new shipment , which is in Weisswasser

since to 20th, but which I reeeived only today* I had just written

to you, to excuse myself about not having sent in the results of my

examinationsf,and enclose the letter, which I" broke of ff, to whichbli,,

however, imraediately add something- in relation to your esteemed let-

ter,. I am going to examine sorae of the new shipment right awayy in

order to get cleared up about Taeda, , rigida ,, ponderosa, , and started

to make drawings of the earlier made preparations- of glabra-,, mitis» ,

Banksiana, contorta. to send you copies of these#.The species- are

well diferentiated everr if they seem to be similar. As I do not yet

know the cones of glabra and mi tig, I must examine them most oriti-

cally^if they may not be 2- needle forms of a three-needle Speeles.

But I see,that, if I do not examnine everything that you sent, the

exam i.nation of specific original speeimens does not serve the purpose,,

because it is always possible, that4 real species are hidden thereinr,,

I think I did not write about ponderosa , but it is really verp Im -

portant to me,as is every species and formu. Only radiata is missing,,
species

unless this is a synonynrof another/sent by you I did believe,, that

I would finish with the Pinus this week<;but it was nor possible..

For once, we had to hold examinations (bf students, E.D. )\ then,we

expect on August 28 the pupils of the Thanander Forest Academy, and

I had to get several items in the collections and in the herbariunr

in order. I could f nt evern send you my essay about fo^ests and rairr,,

as far as it has been printe<£# , and will be able to do so only next

week;.as I must finish an article about Dryness and Floods,when the

Thanander people have left,, which I had be^un in the same Journal'

•Politik 11 of Prague. Of this article I hop to be able,to send you

all t .after it has been published; the earlier ones are out of print,.
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and I will send this as a brochure.

Nöte: : There is no ending nor signature to this le tter, , but on

August 27 the letter was continuefr and signed». This,then t ,

is a continuation of the equally unfinished letter of

August 20 v E.D..

(translated frora German Script by Edgar Denison, Sept. 1988 )

6 7 8 9 10
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Ree. April 7, I876 Weisswasser fm bohamian kingdorai*

Ans,. April 8 f 1877 Austria, Europa
March 18, 1876

* in Enp^lish in the original , E. D..

Most Honored Sir !

I often wanted to write and often deferred it.and examined nee-

dles and then started other jobs, and, a^rain deferred^, but now, for a

moment I can take a breath' and can shed for the raoment my most ur -

£-ent duties. I erröte one during Summer askin?r for seeds of araericarr

trees and shrubs in srnall 1 quantities, speoially of coni^ers. I do not"

know if you reeeived the lettei-, it will probably be too late for seeds.

The last sent Pinus from southern Europe from the donkey island near

Crete
(
^<Xldlrt^09 in new- Greek means the donkey, and ^^Srp^ixsL

the island) is Pinus maritima or bruttia , which certainly is very close

to halepensis , , but differs in the cone and also in microscopic struc-

ture. The latter however not substantially, but only through the g£a -

ter number of rosin duets- and more thickened bast-cells-, which, by the

way also occurs with varieties of the Laricis . (See sketch in original).

They both belong to the pines with' rim located rosin duets, which in'

America are represented only by resinosa ,and besides by Strobus mon »

.tecula , Acahuite , fleyilis v
c imbrida. The second Pinus Heldreichii is a

form of Laricio, which resembles completely that ßrrowing in Dalmatiav

and I am surprised, that the label refers to entirely different cones..

I have on the whole seen only this form of the Laricio from Easterrr

Europe and Asia,and only the J?enzlii from the Taurus approaches irr

microscopic strueture^he Spanish form. Cones of Fenzlii I have not yet

seen. .The third pine, which you send from Californis seems to be a Z -

needle form of a 3-needle species, but I do not know enoughr to identify ;

this properly* and quite generally, , the other 2 - needle pines of Ame-

rica are very close to the 3 - needle ones in strueture, so that I shall 1

have lots of work to separate the species and bring them in orderv
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I hope to be able to keep working during the Easter vacation f , and tor

look over the material', and to finish the drawings.. I shall' restrict-

myself at first to the american pines, and not publish at first the

europaean and asiatic ones.. I amjln the clear with them with exceptiorr

of some indianybut the illustrations delay me, and I f d rather work

with your pines, which cause so much labofco.Once the illustrations have

been cleared. awayy I will 1 Council with you about loaalities and de^i -

ationsy and ask you, to make possible the publication in an americanr

journal. Because, I do not give up hope, to corae as professor, once

a forestry academy has been^ founded in America» Though my English has

been somewhat neßclected, this would sooni improve. and my pronunciation

is #ood^,as I had much oportunity to speak with English people in my

youth.lt is for that reason, that I would like to publish special ame-

rican essays in America. This thought came to me in the most recent

time, as I received from Vienna the request,to send to Philadelphia-

similar material as was exhibited by our school? in 1873 in Vienna«.

As I have absolutely no time to undertake suchr work , I declined.
. La -

ter it came to me»if I only had thought about it earlier,, I could have

easily produced- material through my students.., and could have exhibi-

ted on my own. . But for this it is too late, and I have no time.. The

diagrams, which I produced, are already discolored" and have to be made

anew. These are specimens of branches with flowers and cones- of

spruce, pines, fir" with enlarged flowers and anatomy of needle,the cones,

scales, roots, bark and wood. Further damaged parts with injurious-

insects and mounted caterpillars. . Collections of buds in srlass-tubes,

.

mud-soils of different rocks. Graphic .metereological demonstrations,

Tel^f cards to be assembled to show the layers of rock formations,.

and wax-modelled anatomies of flowers that can be taken apart,. Much of

this got stuck in Vienna in 1873» and had to be made entirely new. . For
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this I will not now take tirae anv more,but I could have accompli shed

it well in the course of 2 years,if I had worked on it fron time to

time. My metereological studies have taken me a c/eadful time, so that

everything eise remained undone.. I have put together the rain for all

years frora 1800 - 1807 for all observations in Germany acco^ding toc

dif ferences, just as Dove did. for the temperatures of this timespan,,

in order to prove.that the change in weather fron month to month and

year to year {tE&xxM&fcxcteja&Md: with less or raore rain does not depend" on'

local causes. I will publish the rain diffe^ences right away in the

metereoloßrical Journal. For America this special question ma'U&s no sense,,

and the^e is no harm, if Americans stick to the superstition, that forest^

could influence the climate. But if the government does not seriously

think of the preservation of forest land , or if the owners of forest

land|do not make up their minds to manage the timber resources-, or think-

of errowing. new forests, then lack of wood could occur in specific areas

(as I have heard) , though I believe, that no human being will 1 preserve

woods on good soili and on poor soil no human will eliminate the woods>,

and that prairie will never sustain- rieh woods r
. In every case,a reaso-

nable management of what is on hand is necessary, and replacement growth

desirable. Today mankind does not have the time to wait for the slow

process of restoration of the primeval forest. In Europe f the supersti-

tion, that the forest was a preventive for dryness- and floods^, has not

benefited in any way, in that repmlation of rivers, construetion of re-

servoirs, Irrigation canals were not carried out, so that the owners or

forests come into tanprer to be only nominal owners. (Thoue-h the letter is

clearly written, this sentence raakes no sense to me. E.D..)..Now I anr

finished with the major job, and will gain time dail!y,to devote seve-
which I waj3 very unhappy to lay aside

ral hours to the pinesjj because there remains something really* good and

new, but not so in jobs of compilation.. And though I have no prospect
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to come to America, there will always a gain for science,if one oomes

closer to a speciesc.. I do not even know for sure, if a schocbl of Po-

re stry will be establishedr and in which State or in several States at

the same time. Because with one Forestry School in America, the stu -

dents would have a long trip to the schooll and the teachers would have

a hard time to form ideas about the conditions< in all those States,,

specially, as vacation trips would not be of much use, One cannot go

from Missouri to the Sierra Nevada as from Weisswasser to Tyroli.. But

by and byvone could get something together in the country?where one

bowls without kingV as your compatriot says,to see oneself and to teach

otheis to see. . However, I have probably little Chance to come to Arne -

rica under even halfway acceptable conditions, as I am married and

have 2 children. If I were Single, I would 1 nt ask much-, and would have

gone across the water, as, in the worst case, not much can happen to

one but that one pe^ishes. Thus it is dif ficult.as I convinced myself,

when the question was^ to come to East India-. The gentlemen needed' food

for tigers and fever>,an<£ though they would have paid much,, it is, if

possible, even raore expensive in East India than in America, and it

would not have been enough for the familyv,and furthermore they did notr

favor a pension for the widowyand, thus, the case aborted... Indeed, you

will have in America enoughr competent people (though not such an over-

abundance of learned hunger sufferers^ as in Europe)iwho have the advan-

tage, that they know the land already^ and you will have even specia -

lists for plant physiology, microscopy, , soil chemistryv and metereologyv

But should t^ere be any prospectito get a position with only a halfway/

decent income, so that one can live and educate the children-, with the

opportun! ty to traveli , and not being so over^wroughtf, that there is no

time for private Studie s-, I ask to think of me..
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The conditions here are thus, that one is able to live.but, other-

wise, most disagreable« . There is in Austria never the Chance to get to sp

antj produce
place,, where one could workfto the best ability^, as the parties, whichr

rule just now, promote their own creatures<* . That is, probably, , in a sense

the same in America, but I doubt, that one takes there people as Professors

and directors of institutions', who do neither understand anything^ notr want 4

to accomplish anything'. The next tirae I hope to be able to report some

about the propre ss of my^labors,

With high esteenr, your most devoted" Dr. E. Pufkinye

(translated frora German script by Edgar Denison, August 1988 );

m
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Ree,. Oct. 26,1876 Weisswasser, Bohemia, Austria
Ans..Äpr. 8,X8?8 September 13, 18?6

Most Honored Sir !

I T thank you very much for . your dissertaion about the oaks..Uh-

fotunately I have not been so lucky^ to see a north american
% t

virens r alive, and also I saw none in the herbariuur, be cause, when IT

last visited the Vienna herbariunr; I dug only btterough the west±-

asian'of Kotschy* But I do know the illustrations by Liebmann, ,which

we posess,and, for this reason,these species are most interesting to

nie.. Should not one or the other be really identical to the europaeair..

The east-american^ are similar to those appearing in tertiary layers irr

Europe, thou^h not identical with thenu The west-american belong though:

definitely to the Continental flora, which spread: from Asia during the

diluvian times into Europe. The mexican I1 have seen earlier in herba-

ria,and, some of them in *greenhouses-, The raany illustrated by Lieb-

mararhave in part the characteri stics of the Erythrohalonos , and are pro-

bably also tertiaryr Some, put into the Prinos, such as insigni

s

, how-

ever diverge definitely in their texture, but I am not paleonthologi st
from

enough to say, fcs which f ormation- they originate. I am a follower og

your compatriot Volger and consider all species as eternal from the

past»
" With the american species, which you mentiorr besides many,,

which I do not know properlyvbecause I have not seen them in well de-

fined speeimens,, is one species, which was specially striking.. In

Europaean gardens there is an oak assumedly Coming from America, un -

der the name £. Castanea or montieola » which in books (e.g. by C. Koch)

is often associated with Prinos, but, which judging from the buds,

has absolutely no similarity with any american oak-, but resembles all-

together a Robur , from which alba and macrocarpa differ significant-

ly, , which otherwise are still similar to the species of the Robur

gr&p.
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I do not have on hand any spontane ous (sie, E.D. ) american oaks,

to make a deci siorr, if the castanea of the gardens ls realy that, which

is named thus in America, or, if it may be perhaps an asiatic species,,

against which though f^rrnicYT^ands) the luxuriant growth, the hardiness

in out climate (acorns it has not yet) . If it is an araerican species*,

then it is certainly a good one, stand ing entirely isolated. Perhaps

Michauxii Nuttt is that, which is named in Europe generalis Prinos .

and Prinos Lin. is the Castanea , because you draw monticola as a syn -

onyme of it».

I mailed under book-post a polemic article, that you may see, why I

am not raaking progress with the pines. You will find in it a listing of

my works in this year.. I am extracting just now from the Smithonian In-

stitution the rains of North America by John Henry. I do not know, if

there are errors in printing, or calculations from General information,

which are not given, but the sums of sinsrle years show differences in

the median, i.e. they do not coincide with the general mediana, and I

will have to calculate the median again from the sums of the Single

years. The specific months of all Single years are not given, and, thus,,

one does not know, where the mistake is. The monthl^ medians agree with

the yearly totals for specific localities? but the sums of the indivi-

dual years do« not asrree with the median.. In Dove's Ree:en von Deutsch-

land (Rain in Germany, E. D. ) all months of all years of Observation are

gi^en , not the sums of the individual years, which I had to calculate

myself. Thus I found ri^ht away the errors in the General median of the

seasons or years.

.

The individual essays, which are mentioned in the article, I hope

to send you soon as well as other articles : Age of farming, Age of the

Human Race, and the work about the red and green- coned pines. It will

be published in the Bfc*t*t 8c Jagdzeitung (Forest and Hunting News 91 E.D.)

and the illustrations are being made in Frankfurt. But, I have not yet
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recelved a print, only corrections. . However. I hope to be able to send?

to you very soon specimens of both pines with cones, if I can find the

time to go into the woods, and I hope, that you, observing the differen-

cesscontained in an accompanying letter, , will be able to determine se

few new forms from the american pines.. The leaf-scars give the best dif-

ferenceffiwherby one can determine also specimens wlthout oones; Micros-

copic differences do not work with pineffi Of the pines Weymouth pines,.

,

strobusj excelsa, Lambertiana show very small 1 differences; montlcola

does seem different'; Acahulte seeras to me to consist of at least 2 Spe-

eles-, but I am not sure,N<WHas I do not get to 1t, to exaraine the prepa-

ratlons carefully, and, as you mentlon in a letter, that a mix-up with

flexilis
,

oould have taken place, and thus it could be, that the speci -

mens, which appeared so different to nie, could have been this.. I am myself

so anxious about several species, that I regret.not to be able, to get

to this Job. By the way, flexilis differs- surstantlailyfrom all Strobus.

and Cerabra. I have cones under the narae of radiata. which are very stränge,,

but, as I am missing insignls and sabiniana. I do not know.if perhaps

it is not one or the other. You do not mention the name radiata with any
of the specimens. According to Henkel and Hochstetten- it is supposed to

CTOW neaT Monte-ey, and ^rom there I have rauch frora you. My battles for
the Freedom of the Forests will soon be decldedi. In October the Reichs-

council will convene in Vienna and will deliberate about the Reichs -

Forest- Law as introduced bv the minister. If it falls, then I am vlcto-

rious, if not, then not. The se are questions of property rights, of which

there could be no idea in America*because there nobody would take Orders
from the State, what he may do with his land and aoill.I am so very occupied'

wlthexcerpinea
,t
as I have books here from the library of the Prague Univer-

sltyywhich I must return wlthin 2 weeks.and thus I cannot even look up

the preparations of my lar^e collection of Acahuyte. Chi huahuaana. monti-
cola, occidentalis. etc, of whom I would like to report to vou raore.

iüllü!
i in , i |IIIMj i i ^
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In working on botanical problems, the medical practice may have been

equally in your way as for me raete^logy, which I need for the Solu-

tion of practical questionss

With high esteenr your most devoted'

Dr. E. funkvny<t

(translated fron German script by Edgar Denisonr, August 1988 )
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Ree. March 12,187?
Ans. April 8,1878

Weisswasser in Bohemia
Februar^ 19,, 1877

Most Honored Sir !

About a month ago I mailed to you by bookpost a dissertatiorr

about 2 kinds of pines in central Europe. This was the only botanicali

Job, which I could coraplete in the past year. As to your pines, I' ex-

pect to send to you preparations- of all species and localities, whiefr

I have completed^because I can not get to do the drawings, and I must

postpone the preparations also until the feaster vacation. Reichenbach

in Hamburg sent rae needles of a pine from the strobus-group, which is?

new to nie. -As he would not give to me the point of locatiorr (he wan-

ted to feel my toothl^ (a German expression for Hhe wanted to test me lf

E.D. ) I do not know if it is a new Japanese or Chinese; by the way, I

have also not yet seen Koraiensi s. . The english Pinus has only one

VoS\>p <^äaxA/^ , which besides it occurs only with oocarpa and one of

the nut-pines (I believe albicaulis ) . „ which. by the way, are not to be

from Willkomm,, and shall send you preparations; Up to now I have not

compared it carefullyy but believe, that it is lambertiana . Your

work about Oaks interested rae rauch, I miss in it arabigua . discolor , Oli -

vaef orrai s. and tinetoria you did mentiorr but by authority of DC, doubting^

it..I think, that you will know better than DG if this species- is good..

Is there no difference in the wood, bark, growtfr, buds ?
r
. If I could getf

grafting sprouts, fresh acorns of araerican species, this would be raost

welcome; also herbariuirr sreeimens , even smair portionsr would be most

desired. . Of course I cannot beg until I have sent you the preparations,,

and that will be in the best case not before April!. The forest problenr

into which I have entered, carries rae into ever deeper vortices. I have

finishedr1 working the rain fluetuations in North Araerica between 1800

and 1867 ; I work now on the river stages of the Elbe, which I am prepa-

ring ßrraphically, naraely the dafrly stages of everv year from 1817 to

mistaken with a strobus-pine. . IT have now also reeeived
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and 1876 - the daily temperatures and the daily rairr for all stations

of the territory. . Each year is differentj, sometime it is rain, soraetirae

only thaw-weather f influencing the high levels of months and years.

The apparent decrease of water levels in our centuryvare caused by

a deepening of the river bed, which was undertaken for the steamer-

ships. That in the last Century the waterlevels amounted to a 20 year

medium between 8 f and ? f
, whereas in the present between ?

f and 6 f is

based on this: in the last Century the medium- was established each

year by the highefet and lowestlevel. If one does likewise in our cen-

turyvthey are equally high. .There were by the way in 1516 and 15l7,aSF

show by numbers -chiseled in to rock, , as low levels as in 1842 and 187^,,

because the bed had not been e^oded as deeplyvwith much lower amounts

of water-masses.. Besides I have worked rauch about the question of soll'

exhaustion and ^contra ape-men and Darwinism . I would like very much' to

send you my publications, but have the few copies, which can be had at

all, , deposited in Vienna and Berlin with people who are trying to

push me (the word "poussieren" is not used in German any raore,,and is

based on the French "pousser , to push or force,E,D. ). As soon as those

gentlemen will have come to the conviction, that there is nothing to

be done for me, they will return them, what should happen soon.. I do

not deceive myself , that my way of always swiraming against' the current,,

will not gain me any friends<, at least not for around 10 to 20 years,

,

when it will be too late«,.. In America there are now thoughts of schools

of Forestry- we received for this purpose a letter from New York, as-

king from us as from all other Institut! ons about details of a curri-

culum. But our d$rector has not sent anythin/? as yet.. From a bohemian

manufacturer, who was in Philadelphia, we recieved cones of P. lamberti -

ana f ,of double length ofthe cultivated ones, which I had already,,

i.e. of 18 " length, and one as large as Coulteri . and a large cone
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with many light-yellow scales> sirailar to those of Taeda , but

stronger and broaden». As I do not know Sabiniana and insignig cones,,

I do not know » if this belongs to these*. Have you seen cones of

Cubensi

s

?• In structure of the needle it is very close to australig ,,

the only american pine, which is related ; through the needle to the

old -world silve stri

s

, Thunbergi

1

. I wonder, if there are no old-world

types on the West coast, because in other fields so much' reminds of

the asiatic continent: Ursus ferox, Bighorn, many oaks, capra araeri-

cana (which, by the way, I have never seen, neither mounted nor illus-

trated, not even at Schimper in St^assburg,unless he received one re-

cently) f , Arctomys, Ant/elope, etc. The pines of Kozel are better tharr

their reputation^ one belonging to Acahuyte of them deviates more

than all the other pines of the strobus groupe. . When you write to rae

againr, I ask for some addresses of gardens and their species and direc-

tions in Europe and America, from which I could obtairr grafting stock,,

sprouts, seeds, plants of rare woody plants. As I see from your her-

barium needles^, Thuret in the Antibes raust have a rieh collection of

needle trees. .From Schonbrunn and Vienna I received recently very va-

luable grafting stock , specially tyrian (?? E.D. ) oaks from KotschyvT

and several mexicans and javanese,also other genera like Aesculus

and Fraxinus . You certainly know K.Köehs Dendrologie. There is muclt

wrong and thrown together hurly burly; I am trying to clarify the no-

menclature of the trees- by collecting everything that exists in her-

baria and gardens without regard of their names.. Only, xsrhen one has-

all of it in front of oneself, can one deterraine , what is different

and what is not .

With highe st esteenr raost devoted Dr. E.Purkjrn&C

('translated from German script by Edgar DeMson, August 1988 )

and occidentalis , thouglrt Ibelongs there. P. resinosa is
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Arr. . June 17
Ans. July 18 Dr. E. Purkynje

We isswasser, Bohemia"
May 27., 18?8:

Most honored Sir and Patronr !

I thank you'very mich for the elmr' seeds, which, as I see justr

now, , are alreadyvgerminating, be cause they are very fresh. The Arizo-
652

na Pine, similar to Montezuma r

, .belongs certainlyvto ponderosa or

Coulteri j of which I am not yett certairr, because the needles sent by

you of wild Coulteri ' belong to tx*o distinctly different specieff, of

which one appears also witfr your* ponderosa, or at least similar. You

sent me an Ag j^cahuite from Ehrenberg und er number 645 (in tiny let-

ters, inserted by Dr. Engelmann: I have 647, E.D.); I did not receive

any under 654 (in tiny letters, inserted by Dr.Engelmanm : 654 Rotte-

rich is flexilis var. reflexa", E.D.). The 645 is definitely not fle-

xilisj because, like all true forms of Strobus, it has no stomata on-

the upper surface, whereas flexilis as well as the nut-pine, has some

there. (see sketch of original letter,E. D. ) .By the way t , P. Buonapar-

tea and Don Pedri Roecl are entirely different from Agucahuite througfr

very many/ rosin*' canals r
, which otherwise do not occur in any Strobus,,

two —*~

which possessjat the most 3 rosin canals, namelyy Lambertiana, . mon-

ticola,pygmaeac
( no form of Cembra , parvi f ol i

a

, excelsa, , Pence, . Strobus).;

What concerns Nö.. 783.lt is probably not flexilis-, but its own Spe-

eles of the Strobus groupy or a bastard of the flexilis; with a fornr

of Strobus. It seems to me with certairr cross-cuts, that it has a line

off, stomata on the upper surface, but I must examine this more exactly..

IT there are bastards with you, I do not know. In Europe there occur

bastards of Laricio and silvestris, and the one sent by you Hei dreiz-

ehn-- Christ from Olympus, is such a bastard, which has been described

already earlier by Antoine as P . leuc odermi

s

from Montenegros, and which-

I reeeived also from Serbia (today Jugoslavia,E. D. ) . . This plant has

cones similar to slivestris, and , also the bark>, , but1 male catkins

and the needles similar to Laricio, the wood diverging from both^.very
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white. A second bastard, P. . Nei Ire i Chiana Reichard fron Austria has

cones similar to Laricio, ,male flowers of silvestris^ , , but wood f ,

needles, bark in between both parentsw-A third plant, suspect as basfc-

tard from Spain, which. I received as pyrenaica^ , I know only fron the

needles-, and I raust first seek for flowers and cones. .1 have not pub-

lished anything about ny studier so far,because they are far from

finishedi I have made preparations of all 288 localities sent by you,,

and shall send you preparations as soon as I can, that you may see,

that dietinct differences exist betweerr species., Obviously, there

are still manys which have not yet been named, , and I can not undertake

their baptism, as all other is missing. If one considers, how many

species exist as fossils in Europe, which certainly are still alive

in Mexico, the Southern States?; California,and which were describeff

as valid species as fossils, whereas one parked the live ones- undeir

Montezumae , , oocarpa, ponderosa-, etc., we have a wide perspective».

Nöw I have a specially important request. You sent me with the first 1

shipment l8?5 wood shavings, which were designated as P. aristata» .

These show a structure, which diverges fron all 1 pine lumber, namelyv

spirales.and correspond the most the wood of a genus, which- (T_oppert4

determined" from fossil wood without cones nor needles- j: Spinopytis,,

which he lined up with the Taxinaceae, though it belongs to the pines

according to the rosin canais and mark-rays (Markstrahlen, whatever

that is ? E.D. ). I have wood from a Torreya from Calif ornia, which?,,

though spirally striped in all other distinctly deviates from what

is designated as aristata. I ask you kindly to enlighten me, if there

is not a mi stake with another Taxus or with Abies Douglasii , which

has also spirals. Best would be, if I could get a little piece or

wood' from a branch of aristata from your herbariumr, on which are

needles and cones- of aristata, so that you are sure, that' it cones

from an aristata» It is possible, that still other Pinus of western
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America -show similar structure, and one must examine cembroi des, ,

edulls, monophylla , Halfouriana , , Parreyana , albicauli

s

f

, , flexilisr ,,

monticola» Of course, I know just as little of the Mexicans, thougfr

Goppert did examine severali and found them similar to the other pii-

nes; he never had the oportunity to examine the wood og the nut -

pineff, or he did not do it, as he is treraendously occupied.. You

will und erstand, that the matter with the aristata wood is really

important,, because the question is, if a fossil : conlfen gplnophysls

incertj sedl_s_ is still ^ alive.. The shavings, which you sent,are scr

thin on one side ,that,when moistened and covered by a cover-glass,

one can examine them iramediately. . But these shavings will always be

uncertain, as one does not know, if the collector did not take them

from another lumber-. You are riled, because I did not treat the

material shipped in the most splendid way, faster. That is a mi stake,,

which also takes vengeance on me in other ways. . I could have bitten:

a work about the microscopic differences of speciesr already 3 years

back^would have become a well-known writer%and could perhaps raounfr

the lectern of Braun or Fenzl(the latter retires in September)..

I was not lazy in examining, but, besides, I have a strenuous occu-

pation, which steals daily from me the finest hours,with lectures

of all disciplines, Chemistryy Meteorology, Geology, Zoology, Botanyy

with excursions, work on the collectionsr in the Garden, the undertakingr

of very tiresome metereological worlf, which I could not let lay, bec-

cause they entered the decisions- of legislatiom I am being öftere

persecuted, due to an opinion diametri call yv opposed to the dominant,,

which showed only pictrrial, cartographicr illustrations and curves ,,

but which did finally help me to some kind of victoryv. r presented

the rain and temperatures of each dajr frorrr 18^8 to 1856 from all 1 Bo-

hemian stations, and simultaneously the water level of the Elbe,,
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which depend on rain and temperatures- (öbowmelt, ice-flow, frost),,

and had sucoess, so that the prusslan ministry made available ta

me the median daily temperatures and precipitatioir from the Ger-

man Station in the Elbe district. This convinced also the Austriarr

ministry^ and I was invited to Vienna, to hold lectures about ray

works». I showed the water levels of the Elbe from 18^1 - 1877,.

and the daily temperatures and rairr from 1848 - 56 and the monthly

medianem and totals from- 18M - 1875» . therr the differenees of the

yearly totalst of all 1 gerraan, , austrian and frencft stations of the

averagea fromr 1?64 - 1870Q the differences of the yearly totale of

all stations- of the United States from 1825 - 186?, the monthly dis-

tribution of rain- of the year 1870'in Russia,which cannot be explainetf

otherwise in the plains but througHr arbitrary cloud formations,,

finally a large map of the worldd with the rain, forests, steppes

and deserts. About this I lec tu red", and gAnlahcA besides the less

flattering applause of the big shots,who do not understand anythingr

about the matteir,, the raost welcome praise of Dr. Harn and the pro-

mise of all the raaterial! f or my studies. The best part is however,,

that, thanks to the official acceptance of my metereological ! ideas,

,

I do not need to work on them in such a haste, and, thus there re -

mains more time for botany.» these lectures and demonstrations were

immediately useful
!
fro my botanical projects ,because, when I took-

leave from the minister, Count Mansfeld-, and thanked him for his

particlpatiom mentioning with regret,that ray real' pro jectf
, the

microscopic study of the corifers-, is not progressing, becau.se the

metereological studies do not leave time to cora^lete thenr, and be-

cause I live in a smalll Community; where I cannot give weekly de-

raonstrations with the microscope in a learned society. 7

, to present

the many/new discoveries to a learned public, and because, f inally*,,

I am not able to complete the cross-cuts or have them made, which

01 2 3 456789 10
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are necessary for a §ublicatiorr (
' a long: intertwined sentence, which

is not yett completed)
)

, the minister told me to come to Viennar,to

bring my preparations*, lecture about thenr? he would make efforts,,

when he sees, thattll created something^ new and had worked well!, . what

would perhaps bring honor to Austria and the discipline of forestryy

botanyy to bring to these projects the highe st" recognitiorr and Pub-

licity«, (this sentence is 19 typeed lines long t!! E.D..) He direcrted

a ministerial Council}, Dr. Lorenz, , to keep the matter und er survey-

ance.and to correspond with rae..r sent now to Dr. Lorenz from Weiss—

wasser a collection- of about 80 looalities of europaean pines- (ex -

clusive of Cembra and Pence) and asked hinrto ßret them done in Vienna

without rayseif , further, if they could not be fixed for printing^

easier through photographyv rather than by drawing-, also, if one could

not use sun-microscopes'- for demonstrations to a larger publice, be -

cause letting a lot of people look into a miscroscope is hardly feasibl

In the meantime I started with the encapsulating> of preparations of

american and asiatic pinesv» spruce», firs, Lärchen, etc. . which I have

here by several thousand s-, but only open on glass sheets.moistened by

glycerine,lying in löw drawers..

In June I shall probably travel to Vienna^ and if I am lucky,,

I will send you everything of the preparations of your pines,,unless

the minister has other plans r and sends me in August to the botanical 1

congress in Paris, so that I may open my junk there. In that case, I

would use the time until August to encapsule still more preparations,.

respectlvely to prepare new ones, as I have many firs, Taxus needles

of which I have not yet raade cuts, obviously europaean, Chinese,,

Japanese, himalaian, and only few american, as I have not yet asked

your contributiorr f or these , as I do not dare so now, as I left you

already hanging with the pines*. Besides, I will be entirely occupied

with the ad justing of the complete preparations until August..
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And even if nothing carae of the missioir to Paris, a nice piece of my

project would have beenr advanced~, and, at least, I can send you

something decent" and write aboixt it.. Over time I may have made thou-

sands of preparations, which' I peruse every free half hourr, but I do

not have the continuous time to properly examine the preparations

and to compare them. This Summer is the first, which I will devote

entirely to that labour,and, hopefully, we will soon be in the clear

with matters, which 1 were still dubious..

Since a year I have also much piddled in other families-, spe-

cially ; Oaks, ? t willows, birches. I, now, acceptecf an entirely new

system of collecting and cultiimting?, and become through this aware

of an entirely new world. . The impetus was this: Professor of botany

at the Forest Academy of Munden in Hanover', Dr. Muller,, asked me to

help with trial cultures of seeds of forest trees-from differentt

altitud.es above sea-leveli, soils, etc. and sent to me for this prin-

ted sacks, of which I send one to you for^viewi!^/' Muller is after-

physioloerical stories, but I saw soon, that there is more to be had

by a svstematic approach. I arranged for collecting b;y pnpils and

aquaintances in Poland, Hu.n^ary,Krain , Tyrol , Bohemia, and found,,that

in the same soil and the same habitat the^e are quite different tv.

pines firs-,Stiel Eichen (Quercus robur) »Traubem Eichen (Quercus

petrea) . Düring the present Winter I
r received 300 specimens of

spruce,, fir&, pines,Krumholz( <$«««ew-mugo, E. D. ) ,Kirbe (do not

know, B.D» •) .Larch, . Carpinus , ,0 strya , Fagus , Stiel Eiche ( Quercus

robur , E. D. ) , Trauben Eiche ( Quercus petrea , E. D.O,. Corr-oak,, ash„

Gormas , Birch,, Black-, White- and Green Alder,Linden f Maples.

.

1 serrc zo wunden always about of the shipments and kept 1/10

for the collection of seeds and cones'; of this I sowed a small 1 part'

as I do not have much extra space.

Copyright reserved
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In the meantirae I had to contact the Providers, in o^rler to ob-

tain specime^.s for the herbarium of certain stränge items, and of

the diverse forms of oaks, firs and spruce wood sections with

bark. The wo^e one looks around, the more fundaraentally diffe-

rent forms one find not only in Spain, Italy, Greece, Scandinavia,,

Sibiria but already in central Europe. Many of the correspondentsr

pay now attention to everything^ and send also sraalll shrubs, ffenista,

CytisuSpRubus etc.rooted willow shoots etc. .From Tyrol I received 1

Va c c i nium ul i gono sumy which differs substantially- from the bohemiarr..

Most likely, this widely distributed species has many forns. I col-

lect now, death or life, as many localities as possible. Focke irr

Bremen, who has collected/ and cultivated Rubus for 20 years,sent me

20 typical forms »alive, and I augment the collection througH- dig-

ging in the wild. Earlie^, prior to my starting this extensive col-

lecting of seeds, I had another plan.namely to have all botanical

gardens mail grafting sprouts,and in this way to sift through the

nomenclature. I received over 200 species from Vienna, but only 80

took hold, because last year the Spring was most 1 unfavorable here,,

and the stock sprouted poorly. This year I shall continue this col-

lectiomhaving grown in the meantime many hundreds od stock, and"

that of different species. The fact, that all' syrian Kotschysic oaks,.

which I received from Sch$nbrunn-, failed;was caused: by their being-

^afted on Q. pedunculatus. . I ask you, who is in contact with so many

american. travellers, to admonish thenr, to collect acorns, . cones , etc

always from one tree in such a sack and to give the locality, and not

of several trees and localities, as these may easily belong to en-

tiT-ely different forms, or to leave it doubtful', if on the same tree

the cones can vary or not. I did ?raft
_Q. heterophylla from Prague

under the name sonchif olia. I believed, that it was a form of
^ imbri-

caria.I will have acorns collected in the Fall from this tree, which:
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is well known to rae and sow them.If you want , I will send some to

you. I would like very much to get the daily temperatures of certairr

years in St. Louis, and that of those with abrupt changes in weather,

between cold and mild Winters. Based on my resources^ and the devia-

tions given by Dane for the years 1842 - 1855 in America,, I cannot

comprehend, how they relate to the europaean zones^. I ask that you may

jmx- continue your goodwilll and be patient with me. I sign with high

esteenr,' most devoted
Dr. E.Purkinye

( translated from German sorip by Edgar Denison, Nov. I98R)

Translation of Krumholz, Sti el-eiche, and Trauben-eiche and their
botanical names was provided by Miss Sigrid Liede of Hamburg,,
who is presently working at the Mo. Botanical Garden

E.D..
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Dr. E. Purkinje*

Weisswasser in Bohemia, Aug. 18, 1879 ?

Dear Sir:

Your letter pleased me very much. I gave no sign of life of myself because

throughout the whole year I could not comply with your intentions. Last year I was

requested to establieh a network of rain-observation stations in Bohemia and I had to

comply with the request of our immediate authorities and, as you can see on the list

being sent herewith, I brought together the considerable number of 690 stations (now

already 700) in one year, whereby I had to request the Forest estates to buy the

instruments, request the forest rangers to make the observations, and finally to

request both to purchase the Observation reports, in order that the undertaking, for

which our school furnishes the money, does not remain passive, You can imagine how

much time is absorbed by the correspondence, the compilation of the Observation

reports sent in and you will understand that, since I daily have 3-5 hours of Instruc-

tion, demonstrations at the microscope or in the garden and excursions, finally also

much work in the garden and the collections, for this year I could not really think

of botany, nor to think of doing any work in it.

More than a year ago you wrote quite angrily that I deceived your confidence

and did not use the rieh material to shed light on the dark species and since this

year I could do even less than previously, I antieipated with sorrow your complete

displeasure. Therefore, your card pleased me very much. That the printed lettering

was most interesting to me, I need not write. There is so much in it about cones,

growth etc., about pines with which I am only incompletely familiär, furthermore

about other kinds of oaks, etc., which very much impedes me and makes me regret

that I cannot have the complete work from the Ranunculus on.

The herb flora of western America is so much old-worldly and different from

the eastern American, that here even more distinctly than in the few kinds of far-reach-

ing tree flora (which finally includes much European and East-Asian) an earlier

connection with the gerontological continent can be surmised, yes" must, whose

greatest part sank in the Pacific, while another large part, middle Asia, which

became the cradle of our Aryan strain since the raising of the Himalayan rain-poor,

almost Vegetation less desert. Definitely in America:, with these gerontological

flora remainders, border not only the quite separated flora of the Eastern States,

which in the tertiary period in Europe lived from England to the Urals and also,

as long as the present Atlantic ^cean was a continent, included larger trees, but

certainly there also existed, before the land bordered with the Atlantic flora

and those with gerontological flora in America, lands with peculiar flora and

fauna and this is also represented in the Southwest in California, Arizona,
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New Mexico, nearly also in Texas. I have not touched upon a fourth continent flora

and fauna, which in North America in the East and, when one departs from the Atlantic,

in the center almost more than in the West and there more in the high mountains foes

far to the South and has varieties in common with North European and Asian, the

Artic, which Wallace entirely unnecessarily separates into palaearchtic and neartic.

I considered the geologic Interpretation as indispensable in botany and zoology. When

one thinks that in the tertiary in Europe one finds East and West American and Mexican

conifers, in Jura Japanese, in Trias Laplandish, in Rhole Australien, and in fact

in numerous forms, that one becomes conscious that the American varieties of today

did not originate through climatic influences and that some form-rich variety like

Pinus ponderosa , by no means contains new forms, yes not even all forms which it

previously possessed.

Secondly, one becomes a different picture of the migration of the varieties, if

if we keep the Separation union of the continents with all that lives upon them, in

mind, and the flora and fauna teach us to think of other geological occurences»

I would like to have leaves of California oaks, to see if in their structure they are

as similar in form as the European (according to Liebmann's illustrations) . Since

the Japanese deviate considerably, the connection with the old world appears either to

have gone northward, or did the Chinese-Japanese flora and faune, which has so much in

common with the Himalayan, migrate from the South to its present terrain, which,

however, probably without previous devastation of these regions, as happened in Europe

during the ice period, could not take place, because occupied terrain will not be

settled. If you have anything for me, wood, cones, seed, occasionally fresh acorns,

which one can sow, cuttings of willows and poplars, shoots of Rubi , which even if

not definitely, nevertheless probably are American, then please think of me. If I will

soon get to illustrate the pines I do not dare to promise. A Russian, who studied

here, promised to send me a new drawing instrument from Petersburg, which possibly

could expedite my drawings, but it has not yet arrived. As soon as it arrives and I

am successful with my drawings, I will send you some.

About Lambertiana I am very much in the dark. A tree, which here in the vicinity

has cones, which have scales like my California tree, only that they are 8 inches

long, whereas the California one is 20 inches long, has the needle cross-section of a

genuine Strobus and in cross-section is difficult to differentiate from excelsa , which

moreover here has 3 times longer needle than Lambertiana , whereas the needles which

you sent, as well as a young seedling which I have here, much smoother needles and

are more similar in cross-section to the monticola . Roezt writes me that Ayacahuyte
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monticola, flexilis, and Lambertiana frequently cross over with one another. That I

do not believe, but I believe that other than those mentioned, there are many good
varieties which, because of a scarcity of complete specimens, one placed in the
bed of these varieties. I see now that we do not at all know our European oaks,

birches, elms, spruces, firs, larches, etc., and that each of the so-called species,
which some botanists still want to draw together, their number 12 entirely constant in
bark, leaf, fruit, etc. has various Racen. Why in America, which is so much larger,
with itl is travelled only on small trails, are there not ten times more varieties
than one assumes. I have here an oak from American seed, which I received as amygdal-
iformis. It is definitely a completely distinct kind. It is similar to the Prinos
in the leaf-contour, but the leaves, even though paper thin, are not soft but very hard,
with it the underside is covered with blue-gray hoar, with prominant nerves of all
kinds. What is called alba here definitely belongs to very different species and it
would please me very much if I could have good, definitely collected in America speci-
mens, naturally seed or seedlings would also be most welcome. I have this year grown
auercus heterophylla from the Vereinsgarten in Prague. The seedlings resemble each
other and are completely identical, which probably is not the case with all hybrids,
e. g. not with Pyores Pollwylleriana. but probably also is no proof against the hybrid
nature, because Geum intermedium give very similar seedlings. Qf your elms just from

| Americans more has come up than from fulva , whose seed looked harder, however, enough
of this.

Does Western America have no elm at all? I surmise that in U. fulva two kinds are
represented, according to the specimens which I saw in the Vienna and Berlin herbar-
iums and it seems to me that we have both in cultivation in Europe. One form which
is in the Gardens as U. campestris fol. stropurpureis . definitely is an Ulmus fulva ,

because it has fructified here. A different variety with larger tendril-leaved,
whiteish-yellow shoots, which Koch calls elliptica (allegedly from the Caucasus), at
any rate looks more like the Caucasian varieties, the montana even more like the Himal-
ayan elm ( erosa)

,
is however according to the smaller fruit with rust-red hairy kernel,

likewise a form belinging to fulva and very definitely not European. More recently in
Germany a very interesting oak as alba, is being cultivated, which appears to me to
be an Oregon type. At any rate it belongs to the genuine Robur group and is very simi-
to the pedunculata, however, the principal nerves of the white-gray, hoar covered,
smooth underside, are colored carmine red. In Europe there definitely is no such oak,
because I also am familiär with the forma of the pedunculata from Hungary, Italy and
their hybrids with Conferta, and there is nothing among them which in any way resembled
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this false Alba. I would gladly have worked on the oaks, because I found that one can

easily and exactly differentiate South European varieties, which are very similar,

like Hex Suben, Pseudosuben , forms of infectcriafoccidentalis
, according to the branch

cross-section, besides through buds, leaf cross-section. But I will first have to be

finished with the conifers, as far as this is possible with the microscope. The firs

show nice differences, in that the West-American also have Stigmas on the upper side;

of the East-American, balsamea has only one row of stigmas on the upper side. The

spruces show few differences. The larches and cedars, on one and the same species

have greater differences between the needles of the long and the Short shoots than the

ptopotyionate needles of different species. In Europe, that is in the Alps, there

definitely are various kinds of larches. All in all, after having collected through

two years Pinus silvestris , Pumilio , Cembra excelsa , Abies pectinata , Lanix

europaea, Betula alba and pubescens , Fraxinus excelsior , Acer platanoides , Pseudoplatinus

Campestre, Quercus pedunculata , Cerris , pubescens , sessiliflora and other distributed

tree varieties of all to me to me accessible locations of the Carpathians, Sudetes, the

Tyrolean, Krain Alps, the Vosges, the Harz and Thuringian, the Polish and Hungarian

plains and from East Prussia, Hessia, Serbia, Croatia, I have come to the conclusion

that of each of these so-called varieties there are a number of strains, that remain

constant under the most different cliraatic and soil conditions, on the other hand in

one and the same position all occur together (in Hungary much more than in Germany)

.

However, these completely different strains do not show any perceptible microscopic

signs (except perhaps the oaks in the wood, some spruces in the bark) and I doubt that

I will bring it further than at the most to form exact groups.

Pumilio in all of the strains belonging to silvestris are widely different in

their mocroscopic structure whereas young seedlings or branches of the obligua ( Pumilio )

and the Frieseana (silvestris) are confusingly quite similar. It would appear to me

now that Coulteri with australis , pungens , cubensis belong in a group, which is charac-

terized by ducts on the vascular tissue. Do the cones and male flowers of

pun^ens Coulteri australis cubensis agree with this view? Unfortunately I am somewhat

uncertain in regard to several varieties because with two shipments from you the

numbers repeated, and that, where it pertains to 3 needles like ponderosa and Coulteri ,

is very ticklish. Also of Coulteri I reeceived only very few spontaneous needles

(cultivated ones are often much too

uncertain in their designation) and

therefore I am not quite sure of this

kind which is excellent in the cone.

australis ponderosa
group group
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It seems to me that there are two different forms, but I am not familiär enough with

the variety to say something about it. With seedlings I have thus far been unlucky.

They arrived frozen or dried up. The German dealers moreover differentiate between

a Coulteri and a macrocarpa « The cone which I have is very large, not inferior ;however t

another with thin yellowish scales, probably Sabiana . If I should draw anything I

will send it in.

Devotedly,

Dr. E. Purkinje
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Purkinje, Dr. E.

Weiswasser, September 19$ 1879

Dear Sir:

I am sending the cards with the stations and have some 10, which have grown since

my last letter, entered with red color. I will soon follow up sending the February

issue, which is now in print. I would like to know if also in America the rain and

snow falls simultaneously, are spread over large land areas . In Russia this is the

case. This time I am writing regarding a particular matter and ask therefore if you

will please make inquiries and send me a special answer. In my report on forestry

from N. A. I read that in America Rhus typhina and Rhus glabra are used for tanning,

that is with the addition that only the Rhus from the southern states have enough

tanning material; in the meantime I would like to have tests made if that grown in

Bohemia is not suitable for it, because Rhus typhina grows so luxuriantly here, is

much easier to cultivate than the oak and is tolerant of all soils, but especially

thrives well in the poorest; this is less the case with Rhus glabra , which neither

gets high nor sends out so many runners. But nevertheless it is far stronger than

Rhus Cotinus , that from Hungary and South- Tyrol in various forms (wood-cuts, young

branches, dry leaves) as tanning medium, but especially as excellent coloring medium

(black with sulphate of iron) comes into trade here. Now I would like to know:

1) In which form is Rhus typhina used in America, in the bark, the wood, the branches,

the leaves, fruit.
2) At what time of the year the used parts are taken, if in Spring, Autumn or Winter.

3) If there are actually noteworthy differences in the material from the various

States.

What the manipulation is when tanning, if the commodity will be ground and

how it is extracted, how much approximately one needs on an ox hide and how the

leather tanned with it compares with that tanned with tanbark. The Boheraian

tanners in the Country raostly tan with spruce (pine) bark and the oak bark of our

coppices goes only to the tanneries of the large cities, but especially to

Prussia.

Years ago I corresponded with a Berlin tanning-master about the quality of the bark

according to the origin and learned that the southerly ones certainly have more

tanning material, but particularly that of Quercus Hex . Still stronger the oak apple

work and the calyxes of Quercus Valon«a, a variety belonging to Cercis, which I

tried unsuccessfully until now to achieve from acorns, which are found under the

calyxes of the almonds.

5) Are oak bark and calyxes used in America for tanning, and how do the groups

of alDae » Prinos , Erythrobalanos , Phellos conduct themselves in this regard.
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The western varieties ceftainly will conduct themselves as the related south and

middle European.

It has always been striking to me that here some American trees and shrubs

do not bear fruit, i.e. Robinia hispidanie , Maclara aurantiaca , Caprifolium sempervirens ,

viscosa infrequently, whereas Pseudoacacia bears so plentifully. Likewise with Rubus

odoratus the flowers fall off and if one wants to explain this through the warm habitat,

then it does not occur with Rubus nutkanus which however stems from a region cooler

in summer and which also does not set on any fruit here with us, whereas the far

more southerly Liriodendron and Magnolias some years here have germinating-capable

seeds, even if the Magnolias do not have as füll fruit-cones as in Italy, but only

individual kernels.

Pinus rigida here has cones and this on the whole is from far warmer regions
than Bohemia. Pinus , Paeda , Contorta , Inops, Coulterj , Ponderosa I have not observed
in enough old specimens, Insignis and Sabiniana seems to be somewhat sensitive, but
not nearly like Pinea, only about like Pinaster which variety, when one has brought it

past the first youth stages, has flourished here real well. I have not yet made any
tests with australis, Cryptomeria japonica , Wellingtonia gigantea , Thuja gigantea ,

Sequoja sempervirens, Taxadium distichum , Cunninghamia sinensis , Cedrus Deodara,

Mbani, Atlantica. I have brought through successfully in the open thus far. It is

remarkable to me when I read in the "Report on Forestry" that in America Pinus

silvestris and Larix europaea are cultivated rauch on a large scale. Should not the
American larches perform the sarae Services? Perhaps in America the seeds of the
native larches are more difficult to obtain than those from Europe. Pinus silvestris
certainly seems to grow higher than all East American Pines, with the exception of
£trobus, and has a better wood than these. In addition it can endure all inclemencies
of the weather, which probably cannot be said of Taeda rigida and even ponderosa and
other western varieties in the northern states cannot stand the winter. On the other
hand I believe that resinosa must be a weather-hardy variety. In the microscopic
structure it is similar to silvestris and it is questionable if in other respects it
is similar to this variety. It appears to me that in Europe it is not being cultivated.
All that I received under this name were other varieties. It appears to me to be

closer to the Japanese densiflora than to silvestris ; the plant in herbariums mostly
regarded as Pinus Massoniana is P. Thnnbergii .a variety related to P. Laricia , whereas
the real Massoniana from south China is close to the Khasia, perhaps also is identical
with it. My drawing-apparatus from Russia is here, but first I have to take care of
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the pressure of recording the observations of February-August in the shortest time and

secondly he gives only a part of the cross-section of a needle because the second

prism is very small. For drawing details, vascular tissue, needle edge, etc. could

a cone from Karwinski allegedly collected in Mexico, which strikingly resembles that

from Inops , only that it is the size of a duck egg. Are there any like that there, or

is the cone perhaps anyway from the east coast of Montesuma. I have only a half ripe

cone and cannot say rauch about it but Biophylla patula Teocote and oocarpoides , which

I have in ripe cones, look entirely different in the sculpture of the shield. My

Inops cones from Trianon are small, not larger than from silvestris , nevertheless

much larger ones may occur in America. In Europe quite a bit of Pumilio is cultivated

under the name Inops , especially in the heaths of Schleswig, Denmark. Will you please

get Information about Rhus typhina .

again be good

Object
Picture

and anyway it has the perfect objectivity for itself

.

You mention P. Bungeana in your letter. This variety is

very close to P. Gerandiana , or is identical with it.

A somewhat similar structure occurs with P^ canariensis ,

which however belongs to the Pinaster group, according

to cones and needle sheaths. From Petersburg I received

Devotedly,

Dr. E. Purkinje
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Dr. E. Purkinje

Weisswasser, April 25, 1880

Dear Sir:

I thank you very much for the revision of the Pinus , which I received today, after

the card reached me yesterday. Above all please send me once more the needles of P.

muricata Monterey dried - Hill Bolander I865, then of Banksiana Spokane Valley Lyall

1861, P. Inops Maryland G. Engelmann I85O and P. contorta (Murrayana) Jeffnery No. 7kö

Calif. lat. 43, 7300» 1852.

The first 3 became somewhat macerated when soaking and gave no adhering sections,

the contorta (Murrayana ) had a split needle and gives good but only half sections,

which however can do in emergency. The special examination of the individual habitats

shows much that is new; so contorta from Colorado deviates somewhat, contorta from the

Cascade Mountains Lyall because of lack of resin ducts, is close to Bolanderi, Inops

Delaware Camby I863 appears to be mitis , which in the meantime I will have to examine

more closely. Mitis and glabra are very sharply separated, however I must compare them

more closely with Taeda rigida ;, serotina , which I have examined less up to now. The

assertion that pungens has vascular bundles, resin ducts rests on examination of a

falsely designated specimen from Boissier Herbarium, not upon mistaking the one sent

by you with Elliottis. Moreover punges is very characteristic because of epidermis and

openings. Merkusii has 2 parenchyma resin ducts, however, with densiflora and Massoniana

are found also two in the corners next to the subcutanes of the upper surface.

Work is progressing slowly because at present I have much garden work. I had hoped

so to revise all of the material from you during Easter, so that I could immediately

write down everything of which I again wished to have needles, because the first ones

did not give good preparations, but I see that thereby I would delay the letter

still more, because I will not get finished so quickly, because moreover now I am Publish-

ing also the Autumn l879ialso the current months of 1880 and for still some time will

have this double work. The Cubensis is very characteristic and closely related to the

Australis, but the Qccidentalis of Domingo has more different forms as you already have

differentiated the Wrightiana . I am surprised that you cite Teste Pariatore the Brutia

as Pyrenaica because it definitely does not grow in Spain and southern France, at the

least in the Pyrenees, where no form at all of the halepensis occurs and of those mentioned

by Pariatore classicis there is nothing to find except uncinata and silvestris , even the

Leinicio var. pyrenaica I could not obtain from these Sites. The form of silvestris ,

which grows there and in all of northern Spain, moreover deviates off more than any

other from Asia and Europe; it has the bast cells between the vascular bundles not

thickened.

Recently I received as parviflora from Japan a new pine with only one resin duct.

Copyright reserved
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It appears to be alpine because all habitats lie very high, to over 2000 meters. Resion-

osa is surely not to be placed directly under the old worldly with subcutaneous resin

ducts, since in regard to the vascular bündle epidermis, it completely resembles the

American and also the 2 resin ducts are placed differently. When one takes out

the excelsa, which is near the strobus, then basically they are the pines of every floral

district of West America, Mexico, East-America, Southern States, Canaries, Mediterranean,

North Central Europe, Siberia, East-Asia, India, entirely different from each other, even

when in the resin ducts they show similarities, like halepensis and densiflora, and

within a floral district there again are entirely Singular groups like Pinea in the

Mediterranean, Gerardiana and Bungeana (which probably are identical) in Asia. The

latter is, other than in position of the resin ducts, in everything, parenchyma, branch
bark, sheath, a cembra more than strobus

•

Devotedly,

Dr. E. Purkinje

I surmise that I have not written to you for a long tirae and have not thanked you
for the American firs, the junipers, the number of the Botanical Gazette with your
treatise about Catalpa speciosa and the second shipment of seeds of the latter* I have
studied the things with interest. I will only get to Abies when I am finished with
Pinus, which probably will still be some time. Have you studied the forms of ülmus
fulya in America? I surmise various kinds, above all one with small leaves, dark bark

according to the herbarium specimens which I saw. Your seeds of U. Americana all germi-
nated, of fulva few, atata I do not yet have. Is Celtis crassifolia at home in America
and where? Here in general one has several varieties like Celtis scabra, Audibertis ,

condifolia, which belong to occidentalis, however their habitat in America is not known.

From America I grew seed which I received from St. Petersburg, a Celtis which had

strongly serrated, rough large leaves and looks similar to the European C. australis
as the form which here is considered as typical C. occidentalis with weak and slightly
serrated, thick skinned, smooth small leaves.

Your note regarding the acorns interested me very much; as far as I know the Cali-
fornia varieties are not at all in cultivation in Europe, however probably some Mexican
ones are, e.g. insignis . The extremely severe winters here, as on the whole in all of
middle Europe (not in Russia and Scandinavia) terribly cleared away most of the California
ones. If not everything that has red needles is completely dead, at any rate it looks
horrible. Taxodium sempervirens, Thuja gigantea , Juniperus virginiana Abies concolor,
Pihsapo, Chamal Cyparis sphaeroidea , have suffered very much, old Pseudotsuga Douglasii
little, however young ones very much, Abies cephalonica tipica not more than the native

pectinata, Nordmannana Fraseni cephalous pelopennesiaea not at all, likewise Thuja
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plicata, Pinus excelsa and J effre,yi , but instead Torreyana , Coulteri insignis , Sabiniana
tuberculata rigida, Taeda, ponderosa , brutia , Canadensis , halepensis . Pinaster , australis
(all young seedlings) have perished, monophylla and contorta have suffered in some areas,
not in others, which by the way also happened with Taxus banata . Thu.ja orientalis . Picea
orientalis

, Cryptomeria .japonica, Cunninghamia sinensis . Cupressus Lawsoniana have
suffered but Wellingtonia very much. Thuyopsis dolabrata remained uninjured.

Also Picea Menriesii suffered a great deal, which however with this and with others
I ascribe to the unfavorable location and the low age. With it the previous summer was
very cool and wet and the sprouts poorly matured. Does Picea pungens exist in culture?
From Schönbrunn I received a branch of a very long and pointed, white-needled pine under
the name Engelmanni, which otherwise I saw only short needled, similar to the Alba and
supposedly that one is Pungens. Does it have resemblance in the cones to Menriesii .

which are so characteristic? Moreover there are two different forms, as I see from
cones of Titcha .

This year April is remarkably warm, whereas from November to March an unusual coldness
prevailed. Should for a change April have become cold with you, after the prior months
were so warm? I regularly receive and very soon, the observations from Missouri. In
the meantime I have not received March. Otherwise the observations tend to arrive
around the 20th.

Respectfully,

Dr. E. Purkinje
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Dr. E. Purkinje

Weisswasser, June 25, 1880

Dear Sir:

I thank you very much for sending me the pine needles, which I have not yet prepared

because I did not have the time, but I will get at them one of these days. If you can

make a trip to Kamchatka. Not long ago I received from Mertens in Kamchatka collected

needles as silvestris ; it was an individual but only closer related with contorta variety.

Unexpectedly I met with a great pleasure. Just after receipt of your letter I decided

to write to Panui (or Panvu) in Belgrade and asked hira for a specimen from America

(for you) because the material previously sent to me is rather unpresentable ( a branch

with many cones which it is difficult to divide, all needles fallen off-) when by itself

a letter arrived from Panui,? wherein he notified me of a shipment of Qmorica which he

recently collected in southwest Serbia, with male, female flowers and cones. In the

next few days I will send you several good branches, as soon as I have completed the

examination and drawing of the flowers for a treatise on which I am working with Panui;?

with such occasions one cannot let anything get out of hand until one has examined every-

thing carefully. It is questionable now if not perhaps the old pungens has similarity

Needles broad, flat, rounded off at the tip but with a thorn-

below grass-green, above white; cones similar to P. alba

or orientalis , ^ but strong stem. Male flower catkins at the tip but also on

the base P/M / / of the branch. However, I think since you attribute to pungens

undulated / cone scales, that is similar to Alcoquiana, and sitchensis , that

the Omorica 3^!ftdt ic^entical, I would like to have a cone of pungens to portray for the

illustration / in the treatise, where I also have given the pictures of all

regarded ^/If^^^^ related, orientalis (which only has similarity in cones) sitchensis

KNt
Alcocluiana « ajanensis , but through you it is not possible now, perhaps

Booth in W Hamburg will help me. The Pinus monophylla of which I wrote that they

remained V in good condition, have since then faded and only Pinus Geffreys and

contorta , and the latter only partly, have only partly remained in good condition.

Taxodium distichum did not suffer but sempervirens is gone. The latter was undamaged for

12 years. Cunninghamia , Wellingtonia , Cedrus , Cryptomeria had remained in good condition

so many years, but this last winter was so extremely cold and indeed the coldness lasted

unusually long, frosts occurced already in the first half of October, which again came in

November and December was bitterly cold throughout, January no less and indeed there was

a cool summer before. Some things were frozen of which one would not want to believe it f

Sedum palustre , Cotoneaster vulgaris at one location, where it was somewhat shaded and

had grown profusely, Sanothamnus scoparius everywhere in the forests. After warm April

came May frost, which killed many things which had halfway survived the winter, but had
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sprouted late and had very delicate leaves. I will soon send you enough Ulmus peduncu-

lata. This variety, related to Americana , is very constant in leaf-form, hairiness,

fruit-bloom, and offers no difficulties. Young it cannot be differentiated from Americana .

However U. Montana t related to fulva , is a little known species and has various forms,

but many forms has campestris a more southern variety, which in Bohemia grows only in

the middle Elbe River (otherwise everything Montana )

.

The elras are known little by the foresters, not at all by the botanists; generally

the more abundant one in an area is called Campestris « I will send you some of all that

I have as soon as the leaves have become more hardy, because now the characteristic

difference in the leaf substance does not appear. With 1 part glycerine, 2 parts

water, addition of some calicylic acid or carbolic acid one keeps Picea , Tsuga ,, Lanix ,

Cedrus branches from having the needles fall off (or from losing their needles);

probatum est.; naturally not very practicable on trips. Immersing for one hour is

sufficient. The longer, that much more firmly the needles will hold, but that much more

their color will change. It would be nice if you could collect wood in California,

perhaps one can still find differences in the strains. P. Bungeana and Gerandiana ,

aecording to the cones, are certainly no Cembra or Strobus but to a great degree are

similar to the longifolia nevertheless it seems so to me, as if not a hacked shield,

unbilicated in the center as with uncinata , but more as with Koraiensis a scale umbili-

cated beaked at the end, is present. The wood would also be very important here. After

I first have my Pinus needles out, then no doubt further material will be found, whereof

there is plenty in England. Wishing you good luck on the trip, I am,

Respectfully,

Dr. E. Purkinje

! ^ ^ ^ | | „ J
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Dr. E. Purkinje

Weiswasser, Dec. 20, 1880

Dear Sir:

I am happy to know that you have safely returned and am at once sending the raost

and best of Qmorica which I have, including flowering branches which have served for

drawing. It is still not very much but in time I will no doubt obtain more. I received

the smallest branches in a bottle with glycerine and all of these retained their needles.

The larger branches I received packed between paper, probably k weeks after Pan6i6

collected them at the Bosnian border. They were still somewhat fresh but the needles

feil off anyway, even though I handled the branches with glycerine, which should make

fast the needles very much. The old cones and completely leafless branches are from the

first trip from a different area of South-Serbia. Besides, I fastened the branches with

paste for the trip so that nothing would fall off. This you can easily remove with

warm water if you wish. The affair does not look beautiful, but you will not soon find

a Picea with better attached needles, that is in herbariums.

I would like to ask you, should you want to send me something of the treasures of

the Pacific, offhand do not let yourself be held up as far as Pinus and any wood is

concerned, because at present I am only in a hurry to finish the monograph of the

Qmorica and put everything eise aside. On the contrary I ask you urgently for needles

and a branch as well as a cone of Picea Punjens and some forms of Menziesii . From
,

Petersburg I received some with / 7 . Irregularly slitted scales, then such with

almost whole scales. Unfortunatelyl/V the latter cones were so badly broken that I

could not use them for drawing and I ask you for individual samples of Sitchensis which

you mention in your letter, with whole-edged or at least with slightly undulated scales.

You mention Picea Engelmanni , as if it could also be confused with pungens or sitchensis .

I always considered a near standing pine of the P. alba , which also is designated as

alba in herbaria and grows in West America, for P^ Engelmanni . Was I in error? At any

rate please send me a needle branch or branch and needles of the Engelmanni , if it Stands

near the pungens in a certain age, so that I can portray it. I do not know if not in

the West two or more different kinds grow, because if, as you write, Menziesii in age

has blunt, broad needles and this I saw on older European cultivated specimens of

sitchensis , yet young same-aged, which were grown in Hamburg as sitchensis|and Menziesii ,

from American seed, show entirely different needles, even if both are very pointed like

pungens ( Menziesii coerulea ) from the same garden, which however again deviates.

Have you found a similarity between cone-form ahd heedie-form with the various

forms of sitchensis ? In any case not all species will immediatelty be brought into the

clear. I am very curious about Pseudostrobus . Really I have very little of Ayacahuite



and do not know what to make of it. In the Vienna herbarium I found Buonapartea instead.

Others appeared to me very much to resemble montieola , of which however I do not know

the cones, which I have of Ayacahuite . Howewer I will be glad when finally the plates

about Qmorica and the therewith comparable varieties are completely finished. To the

enclosed plates belongs one with Qmorica , which I do not have at hand. The matter

remained unattended because the flowers were missing. These are now drawn and on these

plates, or an accompanying fourth, will be placed a.janensis typica , obovala , Schrenkiana ,

a new kind from China, a sitchensis squamir lateralis and what I will receive from you

of Püggens a**d sitchensis , perhaps Engelmannii . Anyway Qmorica differs entirely from

all others, even if it sometimes (short-needled) resembles the orientalis , sometimes

tne a.janensis or Menziesii (up to the cones) when it is broad and long-needled. I have

not yet seen young plants. To be sure I have worked much on connifers but am still far

from the end.

Respectfully,

Dr. E. Purkinje











Dr. E. Purkinje

Weisswasswe, February 9 t l88l

Dear Sir:

I am longingly awaiting your bountiful shipment and would anyway not have written

before it arrived, if this letter should not accompany a ventured shipment of fresh

Omorica branches packed in moist moss, regarding the arrival of which I ask that you

soon advise me, with a description of its condition. Now as I send them they are

completely fresh and green, the needles adhere tightly, only the cones have
e
become

darl<because I had the branches laying in thinned glycerine in order to fresh/them up.

Namely they arrived in very withered condition because they were left laying for 1k

days in a custom-house. If they had been enroute only one week from the Southeast

Serbian border to North Bohemia, which can be done very easily, instead of 3 weeks,

then it would not be so difficult to send fresh branches to America and likewise from

all parts of Americai fresh flowering branches of conifers to here. Yesterday I received

from Görz (Sud Krain) blooming branches of Sequoia sempervirens and Thuja gigantea

(both, here where I had them in the open through 6-7 years, perished last winter) in

fresh condition. The male flowers of Sequoia surprised me because they deviate very

much from Taxodium distichum and justify an individual genus.

The increasing trade will make the shipping of fresh vegetables more and more easy.

Besides if one sends the things in glycerine they will keep for years and it is a matter

of voluminous packing and higher transportation. If only the botanist himself could

travel from place to place as fast as his letters. Recently I received from India a

fine and 2-needled pine which the writer of the forestry tree-flora of India, Dr. Brandis,

declares identical with P. Merkusii . It is the same which Hooker called P. Khasia and

which previously was considered as Sinensis (signified the same with the genuine P.

Massoniana ) . I have not yet carefully examined the matter but do believe that he is

right. However, there does also exist a 3 needled pine beside the longifolia in

Himalaya, which Brandis calls P. Khasia . Of this I have no reliable material up to now,

even though I have seen it under a false designation and examined it. If one could only

also have wood, etc.

Have you studied California cypresses? Did you bring along ripe acorns from

California and Oregon, for cultivation of these varieties not at all found in culture

yet? I always have the urge sometime to ask you for Information about something

which does not bear cones, but I hesitate doing so. Namely I would like to know upon

what the revolution was based which forced you to leave Frankfurt. At that time the

matter was taken very seriausly by the authorities. Later on Heine made fun of the

turmoil about the constable-guard. I cannot imagine that people like you, even though

young at the time, would undertake something that did not make sense. Börne may have
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not been too far off in the matter and the expectation of help from France, which at

that time was not impossible, even though France just left Poland in the lurch,

probably left many an ideal appear feasible. Probably, especially the example of the

July revolution and the Polish war, which of course ended unfortunately, but only

because it was aged against a giant nation without allies, had an effect. I myself

experienced a lot in 18^8, and half and half took part in what no one would undertake

today, which however to all courageous ones at that time appeared possible, yes

definitely realizeable.

I have no idea about Capra American; ,
is it an Ibex, a Hircus or an individual

group? You probably have seen antlers and can at least make a drawing.

Respectfully,

Dr. E. Purkinje
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Dr. E. Purkinje
Weisswasser, March 10, l88l

Dear Sir:

I must ask your pardon for not having expressed my thanks sooner. Already on

March 2nd I received frora Mr. Focke the package which he sent. I immediately reported

its arrival to him, but I did not yet write to you, because I am very much surprised

at the material and not at all clear as to what it is all about. In the meantime I

received Picea a.janensis frora Amur and Ajan and am awaiting a shipment from Petersburg.

If now P. a.janensis is one and the same with P. sitchensis , as Pariatore thinks, or 1$

P. a.janensis is distinct and besides sitchensis also still grows in West-America, if

finally other than sitchensis perhaps not an individual variety similar to ajanensis

occurs in West America, that hopefully the examination will show, but fcruthfully, some

of your sitchensis look despairingly similar to a.janensis , on the other hand a cone from

Sitcha which I received from Petersburg (without needles) is very similar to that of

pungens , for which magnificent cones I gave special thanks.

P. Sngelmanni is a most remarkable pine, which has very much of the old worldly

to it, in regard to the structure of the cone scales and indeed mostly of the northern

and high-mountainous forms of P. excelsa , less of obovata . Now what is the pine given

out as P. alba , which Bourgeau collected in the Rocky Mountains in 1858? Because of

its location I regarded this variety with small cones as Engelmanni , but it is fundament-

ally different from this and is related to the new-worldly alba and rubra . Does actually

another pine of the Atlantic states occur on the East side of the Rocky Mountains?

Have you collected seeds of juniper, cypress and oaks in California and Arizona and

can one receive some of them, even a few?

It will interest you that Viscum laxum which Boissier found at the beginning of

the forties in the Sierra de Guadarrama with Pinus silvestris and which one considers

a Spanish plant, in recent times showed itself as an abundant plant in East Prussia,

Mark, in Silesia and Bohemia (probably in all of Europe) yes that on the pine no other

Viscum occurs at all and that in countries, where pine forests are the only forests,

also no other Viscum occurs, as around Berlin. As soon as I have fruit and flower

specimens, I will send them to you fresh. Could one not try to cultivate European

mistletoes in American gardens and in Europe American Viscum , and Arcenthobium? In

Vienna one has artificially grown Loranthus and Viscum in Host's garden and according

to Fenzl it grew very easily.

Recently I received from Hough works regarding projects to establish forestries

in America and wishes to establish forest academies. Will that be possible under

the conditions now prevaling in America? I doubt that a Company of wood-cutters,
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which goes into the forests to feil the most beautiful trees, will permit themselves

to be ordered by a government official what they should do, or even to be expelled from

the forest. Then I fear the position of the forest officials will become uncertain

with each change of President. On the whole the Americans can be happy that they do

not have the European property conditions and these masses of authorities and people

who have to obey and do not doubt at all that the healthy mind of the Americans

without officials, etc. will find corresponding Forest-management . At any rate,

the reports of deforestation in America are exaggerated and the hope, which one harbours

soon to export wood from Europe to America, is premature. Nevertheless I think a

forestry school in America would be desirable, because one does need forest engineers

in order to raeasure, to appraise and to chart the forest land, the rest will find

itself

.

Respectfully,

Dr. E. Purkinje


